“Through,” Albores said. “I see the cracks when students aren’t doing well at first, yet cracks are where the light
Albores and her team uplift and inspire students with optimism. They’ve also created the
“I love being here. I love to learn, and I love to be creative, and being at Lone Star is a
classroom where she walks with her students as they transform throughout their time in the
After a short time away, Montagna returned to LSC in 2012 as the clinical coordinator of
everything, so we get to also teach and be in the classroom,” McGittigan said.
McGittigan then jumped across the pond to work in London for a few years at a private
teenage sons, Franky and Lincoln. He enjoys rebuilding vehicles, running, watching movies,
that even those students who end up being accountants or journalists will still keep a copy
“Every teacher is trying to do the same thing: trying to figure out where students are and

"Terrific," Fray said of her students. "You know, I love the students at Lone Star. I love helping
her husband have two adult children, Anshika and Ankit.

In her free time, Gupta enjoys hiking, exercising, gardening and volunteering at the Hindu
"It is amazing that the more you know, the more you realize how much you actually don’t

"Lone Star goes out of its way to cultivate a more personable connection to its students. Star
knows that the work is worth it because it goes back to the fundamental
field placement freeze. So, she instead began as an adjunct instructor

When he isn’t directing, Waites likes to spend time with his wife and two teenage sons,

In her free time, Chiotti loves to be outside, go camping, and enjoy family events
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